Colorectal cancer (CRC) is mostly diagnosed at late stages leading to high mortality rates due to the scarcity of efficient screening approaches exhibiting high diagnostic utility. The current study employed a small-RNA deep-sequencing approach for screening microRNA (miRNA) differentially expressed genes (DEGs), and evaluating their potential as early diagnostic circulating biomarkers for CRC in clinical plasma and tissue samples from a Saudi patient population. The cohort followed a paired-study design composed of 20 CRC patients, providing plasma (P) and tissue (T) samples of CRC, and adjacent normal mucosa (CT). Also, control plasma (CP) samples were obtained from neoplasm-free healthy individuals to compare its miRNA levels with those in P samples. Illumina high-throughput (HiSeq 2000) sequencing was performed for the identification of known and novel miRNA genes that were differentially expressed in the plasma and tissues of CRC patients compared with CT and CP controls. While we identified only one known (hsa-miR-182-5p, significantly upregulated) and no novel DEGs at the most stringent significance level (P<0.001) in the P-CP comparison, we found 3 and none at P<0.01, 7 and 9 at P<0.05 level, respectively. In the T-CT comparison, the results revealed 24 known and 196 novel miRNA DEGs (P<0.001), 31 and 204 (P<0.01), 41 and 213 (P<0.05), respectively. Sequencing data were then analyzed by bioinformatics for potential diagnostic miRNAs. Network functional analysis for Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway implicated two pathways rooted to signal transduction [Wnt and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)] that were enriched in CRC patients. Our results suggest that characterizing plasma and tissue profiles of CRC by deep sequencing may be a good strategy for identifying known and novel miRNAs and that the validated miRNAs described here may serve as potential CRC-associated biomarkers. Further research is necessary for determining their screen index values and diagnostic utility for the diagnosis of CRC.
Introduction
Cancer represents a significant worldwide threat to public health as it is one of the primary causes of death. In 2018, while 18.1 million newly diagnosed cases were reported, mortalities and 5-year survival rates were 9.6 million and 43.8 million individuals, respectively. In 2030, it is estimated that these rising trends will persist reaching a striking 26.4 million newly diagnosed cases and 17 million cancer-related deaths. Globally, colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most prevalent type of cancer (1.8 million cases, 10.2% of the total) accounting for 9.2% of cancer-related mortalities, second only to lung cancer (18.4% of the total) (1). By 2030, CRC incidence in Saudi Arabia has been predicted to rise 4-fold in both sexes; a projected increase in incidence and mortality rates by 350 and 160%, respectively, has been reported (2, 3) . Currently employed therapeutic strategies have been comprehensively effective in accomplishing notable amelioration in the 5-year survival rate, however the mortality rate remains as high as 60% in some cases, thereby emphasizing the need for an effective early diagnostic approach as a pivotal goal for any healthcare system (4) . In this context, higher survival rates have been reported to exhibit positive correlation with early diagnosis and treatment of CRC (5) . For instance, a 5-year survival rate of 93.2% for CRC patients diagnosed at stage I has been reported compared with only 8.1% for stage Ⅳ (5) . Hence, effective therapy and successful clinical outcome of CRC patients are tightly dependent on early diagnosis.
Since the discovery of lin-4 and let-7 in 1993 and 2000, respectively, research into microRNAs (miRNAs) has gained a tremendous worldwide interest ascribed by the pivotal regulatory role that they play in various physiological and pathological cellular processes, including development, cell cycle progression, cell differentiation, proliferation and apoptosis (6) (7) (8) . miRNAs are a ubiquitous class of short, single-stranded and non-coding RNAs that may post-transcriptionally regulate ~60% of all human genes and control hundreds of cognate gene targets through their oncogenic or anti-oncogenic (i.e., tumor-suppressive) activity (9) . This regulatory role and target recognition is considered to occur via direct binding to the 3' untranslated region (3' UTR) of a target mRNA, giving rise to its translational repression and loss of function (2) . This sequence-specific miRNA-mRNA target-binding process may be affected by the secondary structure of regions flanking the target sequence and the complementarity rate of seed sequence (9) . miRNAs are generally categorized into families, targeting common cognate mRNAs, according to the identity of seed sequences and the similarity of mature sequences (10) . miRNAs display aberrant miRNA expression exhibiting unique temporal, spatial and tissue-specific profiles and have been associated with several types of hematological and solid malignant tumors (11, 12) , including CRC (2, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , emphasizing their potential for diagnostic and prognostic applications for human malignancies and their classification (19, 20) . In this context, various studies, including our previous research (2) , have recently highlighted the utility of circulating miRNAs as stable biomarkers for multi-stage carcinogenesis in solid tumors and several other malignancies (21) (22) (23) (24) .
Despite the fact that reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) (2, 25) and microarrays (26) are indispensable in deciphering the molecular mechanism underlying individual miRNA gene function and its expression level, comprehensive miRNOME analysis employing a high-throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS) approach on clinical samples is required to elucidate the clinical significance of miRNAs in CRC (27) . The present study employed a deep sequencing approach for screening miRNA DEGs, and evaluating their potential as early diagnostic circulating biomarkers for CRC in clinical plasma and tissue samples from a Saudi patient population. A network analysis was performed based on a bioinformatics approach to identify associations between CRC, miRNA and enrichment of specific signaling transduction pathways and biological functions. This study successfully identified a number of interesting novel and known miRNAs that are differentially expressed in CRC context and may possess diagnostic and prognostic importance at the onset, development and progression of CRC.
Subjects and methods
Ethical statement and patients. All patients recruited into this study (CRC patients, n=20; healthy neoplasm-free controls, n=20) were subjected to a rigorous selection and eligibility criteria, as detailed elsewhere by our group (2) . Patients were excluded if they had undergone chemotherapy or radiotherapy before blood sampling, or clinically diagnosed with familial adenomatous polyposis or hereditary non-polyposis CRC. The tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) classification system accepted by the Union for International Cancer Control (UICC 2006) (28) was employed for staging of the malignant tumors. Signed informed consent forms, in compliance with the ethical principles of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki), were collected from all the subjects that participated in this study for the use of their blood and tissue samples. Research protocols conducted in this project were approved by the Institutional Medical Ethics Review Board of the College of Applied Medical Sciences affiliated to King Saud University (Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia).
Tissue isolation and RNA extraction. Paired fresh CRC tissue specimens and their adjacent non-cancerous normal mucosa were collected from 20 patients who underwent surgical resection of tumors by surgeons and were subsequently examined by pathologists. All CRC tissues were histologically confirmed to be adenocarcinomas of the colon. Tissue specimens were collected in RNAlater ® RNA Stabilization Reagent (qiagen GmbH) tubes, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80˚C until further analysis. Total RNA, including miRNAs, was extracted from 50-100 mg of cryo-preserved tissues by use of TRIzol ® reagent (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) as described in the manufacturer's protocol. In order to maximize RNA yield, a homogenization step was carried out by use of a TissueLyser LT with 5-mm stainless-steel beads (qiagen GmbH).
Plasma preparation and circulating RNA extraction. Blood was drawn from the above mentioned 20 CRC patients recruited into this study, as well as 20 age-matched neoplasm-free healthy subjects. The cancer-free status of the blood-donating healthy control subjects was confirmed a priori based on the negative results of health examinations, including blood test, chest X-ray, abdominal ultrasound examination, fecal occult-blood test (FOBT), rectal touch, CT scan and colonoscopy. None of these controls had been previously diagnosed with any type of malignancy. Between 8 to 10 ml of peripheral whole blood were collected from each individual into BD Vacutainer ® blood collection tubes (Becton, Dickinson and Company; EDTA spray-coated). Plasma was fractionated from whole blood samples according to the procedure previously described by our group (2) . Freshly drawn whole blood was processed for plasma fractionation and the obtained plasma was frozen at -80˚C within 4 h. All plasma samples were spectrophotometrically analyzed to be free from haemoglobin (29) . Hemolyzed plasma samples were excluded from further analysis. All centrifugation steps were conducted at 4˚C. Whole blood was centrifuged at low speed (1,700 x g) for 10 min. The obtained cloudy supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube and centrifuged at 2,000 x g for 10 min. Subsequently, the obtained supernatant was centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 10 min to pellet any remaining cellular debris. Circulating RNA extraction was essentially conducted on 1 ml plasma volume using the Plasma/Serum Circulating and Exosomal RNA Purification kit (Slurry Format, Norgen Biotek) following the manufacturer's instructions. The resulting eluate was subjected to an additional concentration step by the use of the RNA Clean-Up and Concentration kit (Norgen Biotek) using 20 µl elution buffer to collect the RNA.
RNA quality. The concentration of the isolated RNA from tissue specimens was assessed by measuring the optical density at 260 nm (OD260) and 280 nm (OD280) using a qubit ® 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and a Nano-Drop 1000 spectrophotometer (PEqLAB Biotechnologie GmbH), whereas the quality of the RNA purified from plasma could only be assessed by PCR amplification curves and efficiencies, due to the absence of ribosomal RNA. The purity of RNA was evaluated by the ratio of the absorbance at OD260 to OD280. Analysis of the RNA integrity number (RIN) was conducted by use of the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer with RNA 6000 series Ⅱ Nano LabChip analysis kit (both from Agilent Technologies, Inc.). The 2100 Bioanalyzer generates numerical RIN values. RIN is an incremental scale which spans from 0 to 10, whereas increasing RNA integrity correlates with increasing RIN value. All total RNA samples extracted from CRC and adjacent neoplasm-free mucosal tissues were of high integrity as judged by the obtained RIN values of ≥8.0.
miRNA sequencing and sequence analysis. Small RNA libraries were generated from the purified RNA using the Illumina Small RNA v1.5 Sample Preparation kit (Illumina, Inc.), according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, each RNA sample was size fractionated, and 18-30 nt RNA was isolated and purified (6-8 µl). After 5' and 3' adaptor ligation, RNA was reverse-transcribed and amplified using 14 PCR cycles of 98˚C for 10 sec and 72˚C for 15 sec to generate small RNA libraries. Then, the libraries were validated by loading 1 µl onto the Agilent Technologies 2100 Bioanalyzer to check the size (average molecule length) and purity, and by quantitative PCR using EvaGreen ® dye (Jena Bioscience) to verify the concentration. Validated libraries were subsequently sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, Inc.). Qualified libraries were amplified on cBot to generate the cluster on the flowcell using Illumina TruSeq SE Cluster kit V3-cBot-HS (Illumina, Inc.). Then, the amplified flowcell was single-end sequenced on the HiSeq 2000 system using Illumina's TruSeq V3-SBS-HS kit. Read lengths of 50 bp were the most common sequencing strategy.
Bioinformatic analysis. The obtained miRNA sequences were handled and analyzed by miRWalk (http://mirwalk. uni-hd.de) and miRBase (http://www.mirbase.org). Moreover, pathway analyses and Gene Ontology (GO) were performed by the use of multiple publicly available tools and algorithms that identify pathways and GO according to sequencing datasets with the objective of pinpointing cognate miRNA target genes and their corresponding pathways. Subsequently, GO pathway enrichment analysis of biological processes (hierarchical level 3, 4 and 5) was applied on the set of predicted miRNA target genes, whereby the human genome was employed as a reference set. In this context, the z-test was utilized for the determination of GO terms or Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment. The tools included Ingenuity Systems Bioinformatics Software (Ingenuity Systems; qiagen, Inc.) and Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/gds). Furthermore, the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) bioinformatics tools (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov) was employed to thoroughly examine the functional characterization results of the enriched cognate mRNA target genes via comparative analysis of biological functions, enrichment analysis of signaling pathways, and assignment of disease categories. Significance P-values for DEGs were calculated by Student's t-test.
Results

Clinicopathological characteristics of CRC patients.
A total of 20 patients diagnosed with CRC were recruited in the study, and each provided 3 samples (CRC tissues, T; adjacent normal mucosa tissues as control tissues, CT; and CRC plasma, P). Additionally, 20 healthy neoplasm-free individuals were recruited and provided control plasma (CP) samples. All participants were ≥18 and ≤80 years of age. The clinicopathological parameters of the 20 patients (9 men, 11 women) recruited into the study and the general inclusion criteria for the patients have been detailed in our previously published study (2) .
The average age of the subjects was 61±10.6 years. None of the participants exhibited any evidence of other disease complications. In addition, 5 participants (25%) had stage I CRC, 3 (15%) had stage Ⅱ, 7 (35%) had stage Ⅲ, while the remaining 5 (25%) were diagnosed with stage Ⅳ of the disease. In terms of tumor location, 7 patients had tumors localized to the rectum, 5 to the distal colon and 8 to the proximal colon. Histological examination revealed that all of the diagnosed CRC tumors were of the adenocarcinoma type; 16 adenocarcinoma, 2 mucous adenocarcinoma and 2 signet ring cell.
Deep sequencing of the small RNA transcriptome of 20-paired CRC tissue and plasma samples. In this key miRNA screening step, Illumina-based HiSeq 2000 high-throughput sequencing was conducted to identify differential expression patterns of miRNAs between cancerous (T) and adjacent non-cancerous control (CT) colorectal tissues, as well as colorectal plasma (P) relative to control plasma (CP). Approximately 22,022,602 effective reads were obtained of which 21,944,812 (99.65%) were clean high-quality reads. In these reads, the most abundant length was 22 nt (59.67%) followed by 23 nt (28.23%) and 21 nt (8.11%) length classes (Fig. 1) .
The contribution of rRNA in the reads was <0.35%, with indications of negligible degradation. The genome mapping rate was >0.55, which is indicative of very little impurity and high quality (Fig. 2) .
Known and novel DEGs in CRC tissues and plasma. DEGs in CRC tissues were greatly significantly higher relative to CRC plasma. In CP-P comparison, a total of 948 DEGs were found, of which 699 were known miRNAs and 249 were novel miRNAs. By contrast, a total of 4,177 DEGs were identified in the CT-T comparison of which 1,439 were known and 2,738 were novel miRNAs (Fig. 3) .
In order to focus on the most significant DEGs, we applied more stringent selection parameters filtering out DEGs with a fold-change cut-off value of <2.0, and subsequently examined the resulting data at three different significance levels: P<0.05, P<0.01, and P<0.001 (Fig. 4) .
While we identified only one known (miR-182-5p) and no novel DEGs at the most stringent significance level (P<0.001) in the P-CP comparison, 3 and none were detected at P<0.01, while 7 and 9 at the P<0.05 level, respectively. In the T-CT comparison, the results revealed 24 known and 196 novel miRNA DEGs (P<0.001), 31 and 204 (P<0.01), 41 and 213 (P<0.05), respectively (Fig. 4) . A representative scatter plot for the miRNA DEGs in CRC plasma as compared with control plasma obtained from healthy subject is depicted in Fig. 5 .
Results of novel and known top 10 miRNA DEGs in CRC tissues (T) compared with neighboring neoplasm-free control tissues (CT), and in CRC plasma (P) compared with control plasma (CP) from healthy subjects are presented in Tables I and Ⅱ, respectively. While, it is evident that hsa-miR-125a-5p is the most significantly downregulated gene in T (89,382.88 reads) compared with CT (295,517 reads) (Table I) , hsa-miR-182-5p is the most upregulated gene in P (66,074.5 reads) compared with CP (19,600.65 reads) (Table Ⅱ) .
Detailed GO data analysis in comparison of CT-T and CP-P.
Based on the top 10 miRNA DEGs in the comparison of CT-T and CP-P, the biological processes involved in CRC development and progression were globally assessed by the use of the web-based GO analysis bioinformatics resources tool of DAVID v6.8 (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/). GO is an international standardized classification system for gene function, which supplies a set of controlled vocabulary to comprehensively describe the property of genes and gene products. There are three ontologies in GO: Molecular function, cellular component and biological process. The basic unit of GO is GO-term representing gene product properties, each of which belongs to one defined type of ontology. After utilizing the blast application to align the targets of the top 10 miRNA DEGs to the database we employed Hypergeometric Distribution Mathematic Model to get the P-value of GO. If the P-value was <0.05, the targets are enriched in the GO, and were chosen among the top 5 of major detects (biological process, BP; cellular component, CC; molecular function, MF) of the GO (Fig. 6) .
The diagrams of GO analyses included GO terms rooted to BPs significantly regulated in CRC tissues vs. control non-cancerous tissues (T-CT) and CRC plasma vs. plasma from health donors (P-CP). The major mRNA gene targets were enriched in BP. T-CT and P-CP comparison was conducted and target genes were identified to be involved in cell proliferation, differentiation and development. It is worth noting that several GO terms were observed to be co-modulated in CRC plasma and tissues. For instance, 5 GO terms (i.e., regulation of biosynthesis process, cellular metabolic process, transcription and intracellular signaling cascade, regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell development) were significantly modulated in CRC clinical samples; thus, indicating common cellular biological effects in response to the carcinogenesis process in CRC patients (Fig. 6 ). Comparison of detailed KEGG data analysis of T-CT and P-CP. Next, we conducted KEGG (https://www.genome. jp/kegg/) pathway analysis using KEGG release 76.0 application, and the same enrichment rule was applied as in GO;
i.e., when the P-value and the Q-value was <0.05, the KEGG pathway under study was considered to be enriched and included in the results for both T-CT and P-CP comparisons. Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and Wnt signaling pathways were found to be enriched, among others, in CRC plasma and tissue samples compared with control (Fig. 7) . The KEGG Orthology (KO) database is a database of molecular functions represented in terms of functional orthologs. A functional ortholog is manually defined in the context of KEGG molecular networks, including KEGG pathway maps and KEGG modules (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/ko.html). In Fig. 8A and B , KO annotations for CT-T and CP-P are represented by dot graphs displaying the top 20 pathway terms enriched in CRC samples.
It can be noted that MAPK signaling pathway and regulation of actin cytoskeleton are amongst the most significantly enriched pathways in CRC plasma samples when compared with plasma of healthy individuals (Fig. 8A) . Similarly, it can be observed that the regulation of actin cytoskeleton, in addition to cancer signaling pathways, is amongst the most significantly enriched pathways in CRC tissue samples compared with neoplasm-free controls (Fig. 8B ).
Discussion
Being one of the most predominant types of cancers worldwide, CRC is estimated to cause 608,700 mortalities per year. The average 5-year survival rate could be significantly extended by 91.3% with early diagnosis of CRC patients at stage I compared with the patients diagnosed late at advanced stage Ⅳ (30) . Thus, a great opportunity to defeat CRC lies within its early diagnosis. Currently practiced techniques, such as FOBT, X-ray barium enema, and colonoscopy examinations are beneficial for the early CRC detection. However, they are not as yet implemented in the frame of mass nationwide screening programs ascribed to their high cost and invasiveness (31, 32) . Moreover, currently employed circulating tumor biomarkers have poor sensitivity and specificity (33) , justifying the urgent requirement for novel, non-invasive, highly sensitive and specific biomarkers to fill in this evident gap. Hence, the aim of this study was to conduct comprehensive screening of miRNA DEGs in plasma and tissues of Saudi CRC patients as a first step towards the assessment of their diagnostic utility as circulating biomarkers.
In this study, novel and known miRNA DEGs were identified and the top 10 DEGs in each comparison, i.e. CP-P and CT-T, are listed in Tables I and Ⅱ. It is evident that miR-182-5p gene is significantly and differentially overexpressed in CRC plasma compared with control plasma and could potentially serve as a circulating biomarker for CRC. Therefore, further investigation to ascertain its diagnostic utility and index, and define its sensitivity and specificity is necessary. miR-182-5p is a member of the miR-183/96/182 cluster and has been experimentally shown to exhibit expression levels correlating with various cancers (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) .
However, the exact role that miR-182-5p plays during carcinogenesis remains controversial as it has been reported to be dependent on the type of cancer. Our deep sequencing findings conform to other reports in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (34), ovarian cancer (35) , breast cancer (36) , and melanoma (37), implicating miR-182-5p as an oncogene. By contrast, miR-182-5p has been advocated as an antioncogene (i.e., tumor suppressor) in the context of renal cell carcinoma (38, 39) and glioblastoma (40, 41) . Recently, miR-182-5p has been reported to induce metastasis via the negative regulation of metastasis suppressor 1 (MTSS1) gene (34). Of note, increased expression of miR-182-5p heightens drug resistance in cisplatin-treated HCC cells by targeting the tumor protein 53-induced nuclear protein 1 (TP53INP1) (42) .
KEGG pathway analyses provided evidence that MAPK and Wnt signaling pathways are significantly enriched, among others, in CRC plasma and tissue samples compared with control ( Fig. 7) . Wnt pathway is one of the central signaling transduction cascades regulating development and stemness, and its aberrant signaling has been specifically correlated with carcinogenesis. Aberrant Wnt signaling transduction has been conspicuously demonstrated for CRC, and also observed in the context of several other cancers (43) . The MAPK pathway fine-tunes gene expression, cellular growth, and survival (44) . Abnormal MAPK signaling may result in accelerated or unrestrained cell proliferation and avoidance of apoptosis in defiance of normal controls, eventually progressing to cancerous biomass (45) . Impaired MAPK signaling is involved in diverse cancer types and takes place by means of numerous mode-of-actions, encompassing perturbed expression of genetic mutations and/or pathway receptors that culminate into activation of downstream cognate signaling effectors in the under supply of relevant stimuli (45, 46) . It has been reported that miRNAs may modify MAPK signaling transduction pathway in CRC through direct association with its vital gene components (47) . In this context, a recent report by Slattery et al (47) revealed that miRNA:mRNA associations between miRNA and their cognate target MAPK genes take place via seed region matches. Results indicated that in case of direct binding inversely correlated differential expression between the miRNA and mRNA was observed. Direct associations (upstream of ERK1/ERK2, JNK, and p38) between RASGRP3 and PRKCB with miR-203a, and TGFBR1 with miR-6071 and miR-2117 have been reported (47) .
In conclusion, the current study may be beneficial in highlighting cancer-specific signatures and potentially useful circulating biomarkers for the early diagnosis of CRC, such as miR-182-5p. Further research is necessary for determining their screen index values and diagnostic utility for CRC. The GO and KEGG network analyses conducted for miRNA:mRNA target gene interactions may assist in pinpointing perturbed miRNA regulatory networks that are implicated in CRC pathogenesis and carcinogenesis.
